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2
THE AIDS 
FOR IMPULSION 

Forward and Straight

Calm, active, forward and straight! 1

This has been the mantra at The Spanish Riding School of  Vienna for 
many years.1 It is the underlying principle for all forms of  equitation. But 

how many people actually give the correct aids to motivate the horse to be 
full of  impulsion yet straight and calm at all times? 

Out hacking it is much easier to complement the horse for what we expect 
him to do. By adopting the forward seat, we take pressure off  the back, the 
loins are released and the hindquarters can develop greater forward-driving 
power. At speed, or cross-country, crouching over the withers allows the horse 
to stretch his frame and unite his balance with ours. The horse will generally 
want to follow our weight whatever he is doing.

NON-INVASIVE RIDING  

Things become more complex when we want to do dressage. In his fi rst year, 
the young dressage horse will naturally be on the forehand so again, a light, 
forward seat will complement the balance. There must be no attempt to fi x 
the head position, just maintain a feel. It is much easier to weight the stirrups 

1  The maxim is based upon the original phrase of  the French Master, L’Hotte: ‘Calm, forward 
and straight’.
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correctly when we are off  the horse’s back. In this way, we encourage the 
horse to reach forward into an allowing elastic contact as described in the 
previous chapter.

RISING TROT 

‘Posting’ to the trot has several advantages. First, it relieves the horse’s back 
of  unwanted pressure and takes our own energy forward. Once the horse has 
learned to maintain a good steady rhythm, he will want to marry up with us. 
We may then use the rising trot either to allow a little more or, indeed, to block 
any tendency to rush.

Second, rising trot allows the equine dorsal muscles to contract and stretch 
without impediment. This allows the horse full use of  the hind leg extensor 
muscles so vital for covering the ground and the potential of  the gait. Thus the 
dynamic balance of  horse and rider together is much improved.

Third and equally important, rising allows the rider to remain stable or 
‘grounded’ with their weight carried over the strongest part of  the horse’s back 
from whence the stirrups are slung. It is easy then to weight them equally for 

In the early days we 
want the young horse 
to stretch forward into 
the contact. To keep 
him in balance, think 
more ‘up’ and vertical in 
your rising. This helps 
you to use your core to 
infl uence the gait rather 
than resist through the 
hands. 
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riding forward in straight lines. Happily too, the rider’s legs should naturally 
be positioned closer to the girth to assist the horse in his forward progression. 
(It is almost impossible to rise in balance with the legs too far back.)

SITTING TROT 

Gradually, as the horse learns to carry more weight behind, we can start to 
adopt a more upright central position. The classical seat, with vertical pelvis 
and seat bones in the middle of  the saddle, allows us to control our own weight 
and that of  the horse at will – but how many people do this effectively? At the 
same time, how may we ensure that the horse remains forward-thinking in 
all that we do? 

In the sitting trot, keep 
the waist forward and 
the shoulders back for 
extra core support. Let 
the legs drop so the 
horse can move through 
the channel of your aids. 
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READY TO GO 

Take the stationary horse. You have just mounted and he stands, roughly square, 
awaiting your fi rst command. Most of  us just think ‘forward’ and a forward-
going horse will comply. Others need a little more persuasion. Is this their fault, 
or could it be ours? Are we asking correctly, so the horse moves forward and 
straight with energy – for example, from halt to trot in a dressage test? 

Before we even think about using our legs, we should sit up. This immedi-
ately frees the horse from unwanted pressure and allows the legs to act without 
restriction. For an immediate response, apply both legs together, lightly and 
swiftly. For medium or extended walk, the legs should act alternately, swing-
ing in time with the rhythm. Apart from canter, the legs are at their most

Always sit up and 
drop the legs once 
halt is achieved. This 
will make it easier 
to remain immobile 
and for your horse 
to move forward 
with his back up the 
moment you ask 
with both legs at 
the girth.
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effective when both are applied at the girth.2 A couple of  gentle taps, or a quick 
nip followed by an immediate release, generally stimulates the horse’s interest. 
Always wait for a response, before asking again. There is no place in the school 
for kicking.

With the ticklish, anxious or sensitive horse, the forward aid may need to 
be dampened down. Think of  closing the leg at the girth very softly. With tact 
and progressive reinforcement, even the most excitable horse can be trained 
to accept the leg.

MULTI-TASKING 

Never forget that the legs have many roles and that saying ‘forward’ is only 
one of  them.

What riders must learn to do is distinguish between the leg aids. You cannot 
expect your horse to react correctly to any aid until you know: 

• how to use them

• where to use them

• when to use them and – most important – 

• when not to use them. 

Progressing to medium 
trot, I always think 
‘shoulders back’ to 
project my energy up 
and forward. A swift 
‘asking’ close of both 
legs at the girth helps 
lift the withers, but 
don’t sit heavy!

2  Please note for future reference, the expression ‘leg at the girth’ generally suggests that the 
rider’s toe is aligned with the girth, not the heel – except perhaps in lengthening.
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Most riders think they should be applied in every stride. This is most defi nitely 
not the case. Instead they must ask – then cease their action to allow – before 
acting again. In this way, we gradually reinforce the message that the horse 
did the right thing. 

But is that enough? If  the rider does not also ‘release’ or ‘allow’ through 
the hands, seat and upper body, the legs may work all they like – but to little 
effect. No horse will want to go forward if  we sit like a sack of  potatoes and 
particularly if  the legs act in the wrong place.

HEAD-HIP-HEEL ALIGNMENT (HHHA) 

Once in motion, matching up bits of  the body is a favourite preoccupation 
of  certain instructors. This is not always as helpful as most people think. 
While the principle is excellent for being lunged – i.e. to open the joints – 
for collection or for halt – most exercises demand that our legs vary their 
position. These changes, however small, alter the effect of  our weight on the 
horse’s back.

Few appear to appreciate that the HHH line can only be valid if  the seat 
remains in the correct position – i.e. in the middle of  the saddle. When the 
rider drifts towards the cantle – as is too often seen – things go badly wrong. 

below, left Inviting the 
horse to extend the 
walk, I give alternate leg 
aids to amplify the gait. 
Note – the position of 
my right leg is too far 
back for normal work.

below, right To pick up 
the forehand for a more 
‘uphill’ collected walk, 
a quick press on the 
‘accelerator’ close to the 
girth, does wonders.
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Not only does the horse struggle, the rider may struggle to keep their balance. 
Clichés should be treated with caution! 

OPPOSITE FEEL 

To make us more precise, remember that the legs (as well as the seat and upper 
body) have a controlling effect on the horse’s energy. In addition to saying 
‘forward’, they can also slow, halt, collect or invite the horse into rein-back. 

If  the leg at the girth is key to forward impulsion, taking both legs behind 
the girth will radically change the feel. Horses are much more sensitive to these 
adjustments than people realise and again some knowledge of  biomechanics is 
helpful. Basically, legs applied well behind the girth pull the front of  the rider’s 
pelvis forward and down. In other words, this posture tips the balance. This 
may have a positive or negative effect. An educated horse may adapt accord-
ingly.3 A lazy horse will generally get slower, and a sensitive horse will probably 
stop! This is hardly surprising, when we have effectively ‘closed the door’. 

3  At advanced levels, taking the legs back is also used in the more collected movements such as 
piaffe and passage – where forward impulsion is diverted upward – see Chapter 11.

‘Closing the door’ in 
front, opens it behind 
for the horse to step 
back easily. Keep the 
horse’s neck arching 
forward with just a light 
feel on the rein to invite 
the weight and energy 
back.
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